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Abstract. This paper describes the specifications and capabilities of the
humanoid robots developed by the Bogobots-TecMTY Humanoid Team at
Tecnologico de Monterrey, Campus Estado de Mexico for Robocup 2010
competition. It presents our current version of robot capabilities in which we
are working. The main research of the team focuses on LAN communication
between robots, stable and smooth ball-approximation walking engine and
robust perception systems.
Keywords: Humanoids, stable omnidirectional parameterized walking engine,
robust perception systems, decision-making based on localization and
orientation.

1 Introduction
The Bogobot-TecMTY research project was started in 2004 at Tecnologico de
Monterrey, Mexico. The goal is to have full-autonomous humanoid robots with
efficient walking abilities, high-sensitive perceptions systems, multiple manipulationskills and learning-abilities. The team is composed mostly by a group of 15 students
from mechatronic major and postgraduate students, supported by faculty members.
In the previous two years, we had the opportunity to participate in the RoboCup
2008 and Robocup 2009 with rewarding results. We learned a lot and we could
identify our improvement areas. For that reason, we come again with an improved
version of our Bogobot-TecMTY humanoid robots, which main features are the
robust mechanical design, a parameterized walking engine, a dedicated processor unit
for perception, and a central processor unit for high-level decision.

2 Mechanical-Electronic Design
Bogobot-TecMTY kid-size humanoids are built with aluminum brackets. The
kinematic chains are powered by high-torque servomotors. Each leg has 6 DOF and
each arm has 3 DOF [1]-[2].
To provide tilt and pan motions to our vision system [3], we use an aluminum
mechanism powered by two servomotors directly controlled by the camera, providing
object tracking independently from leg or arm motions.
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We are now adjusting all developed algorithms of locomotion to the new
mechanical structure in order to guarantee successful walking, kicking and blocking
abilities. We are also working on some path planning strategies for better approach
the ball given different circumstances and perform different kinds of actions
depending on specific situation of robots on the field.

4 Vision algorithms
The vision algorithms of the robots are programmed using the vision system
CMUcam3, in which we have programmed features like color segmentation
algorithms, object recognition, distance estimation, self-localization and object
tracking.
On past two years we implemented basic off-line algorithms of color segmentation
in cubic classes and we used on-line color-based algorithm for object identification
[10]. This year we are using our own LabView® based tool for image segmentation
that allow us more complex image treatments. This GUI works as follow. We acquire
real-time images from the robot’s camera. Then the segmentation algorithm generates
an automatic ellipsoidal color region in RGB space for each specified color.
Ellipsoidal regions seemed to better classify pixels than cubic regions with a similar
algorithm complexity allowing us to perform object identification almost at the same
rate than previous years. Moreover, the new GUI allows user to adjust by hand
ellipsoid parameters for a better color fit. Then, accurate color segmentation is
obtained in just a few seconds, even in high-noise color situations. The GUI of the
segmentation tool, based on Labview® platform is shown on Figure 4. Ellipsoid
parameters are saved and downloaded as a single text file in the CMUcam3, which
perform the vision algorithms during the match.
Ball-tracking is implemented also in CMUcam3 and provides estimation of relative
distance of objects to robot. These estimated distances are sent to main processor for
decision of motions towards ball or for robot positioning on field.

Fig. 4. Ellipsoidal color segmentation and Graphic Interface in Development. Left image shows
a normal picture of game field before treatment and right image shows that picture after color
segmentation.

We are capable of identify the different objects on the field (Figure 5) and with this
information we are developing self-localization algorithms by classic triangulation
methods. Basically, we infer robot position on field by the recognition of two or three

landmarks and their relative distance respect to robot. The location of ball on the field
is based on relative distance and orientation of ball with robot’s position.
We will also implement localization algorithms based also on field lines or edges
of static objects as landmarks for localization. We are also researching algorithms for
color segmentation robust to variant light conditions and noise.

Fig. 5. Object Identification based on ellipsoidal color regions in RGB space.

5 Decision Algorithms
The main processor performs three tasks: (1) the generation of walking-pattern using
the analytical inverse kinematics of legs and a parameterized leg-path generator
allowing omni-directional walking, (2) some simple motions like standup, kick and
block are developed with frame-based motion, and (3) off-line decision-making
algorithms are run to produce individual player’s behaviors.

Fig. 6. States based decision algorithm.

On-line decision-making algorithms are run to produce individual player’s
behaviors. For example, a player behavior sequence is: (1) find the ball, (2) go close
to the ball, (3) get control of the ball, (4) find opponent goal or pass the ball to a
teammate, (5) aligning to opponent goal, (4) shoot towards, (5) keep defensive
posture. A summarized graphic version of our decision algorithm is presented in
Figure 6.

6 Communication
This year we are focusing in the communication between robots on game and with
the Game Controller. For RoboCup 2010 we will include WI-FI communication
between the robots and Game Controller to be able to start and stop them (referee
box). Communication between the robots will also be developed in order to improve
the team playing and to prevent collisions between the robots.

7 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we showed the present work of Bogobots-TecMTY team. We take
advantage of our previous research results on biped robots to implement them on our
humanoids team. Some research done in our Institution about vision systems was also
implemented.
This is the third time our team intends to participate in the RoboCup humanoid kidsize league. Our first participation was in Suzhou China 2008, and then in Graz 2009
we improve our level reaching the quarter finals, now in 2010 we expect to continue
with the team progress and have an outstanding participation during the competition.
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